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Monday 28 September 2009

First fl ying day of the Darling Downs Soaring Centre QLD state 

contest – the previous day and practice day were cancelled due to 

high crosswinds on 12-30. Field elevation 1230 QNH.

Today was a 15 kts and gusting, marginal, straight crosswind 

on 12-30. On the grid Club Class was fi rst and I was the fi fth glider 

to be launched – I told my husband, “I think they will delay the 

launch 30 minutes to an hour,” and then the call came to launch. 

Before I launched I heard the fi rst glider aloft saying that he was 

not able to maintain drop height of 2000 feet AGL. I did think maybe 

I should go to the back of the grid. (That was my fi rst mistake. I 

should have gone with my instinct.)

Launch went well and I released at 3200 QNH (2000 AGL). The 

wind was strong and I was trying to fi nd a thermal – upwind. I saw 

three gliders head off downwind and when I saw them next they 

looked to be climbing. I thought, stay upwind but as they seemed 

to be climbing I followed them (second mistake). I remembered 

“stay away from the launch path” and so did a dog-leg to the other 

gliders, losing height. The thermal was strong and turbulent and the 

drift was huge and towards the airspace limit, beyond which was 

Military Air Space. I left and at this point it crossed my mind should 

I go back to the fi eld – I did not (third mistake).

I was low near the airfi eld and decided to do a turn (500 feet 

AGL) so I could land to the right of the fl eet as instructed at briefi ng 
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if landing for a relight while launching was underway. I had not real-

ised that the launch had stopped. I then did a turn and by now had 

become fi xated with landing in the correct place (fourth mistake).

I turned again at 300 feet AGL and realised this was a bad 

mistake (my fi fth). All I remembered was to keep the speed up 

(put the stick and trim full forward) so as not to stall and spin in, 

and when the turn was completed I was heading straight in and 

across 12-30 at 65 kts and in ground effect. I was over a cropped 

paddock and all I had to do was open the airbrakes – I did not (sixth 

mistake). I had become fi xated with making the strip and all I could 

see then was that I was between the tugs and the gliders and 

thought they might be launching so tried as I reached the edge of 

fi eld to turn slightly (seventh and last mistake). As I eased my grip 

on the control stick to attempt to turn a little I dropped the right 

wing (approximately 5 feet AGL) and could not hold it. The wing 

touched the ground causing a severe 180 degree, cartwheel type, 

ground loop – this resulted in the glider being damaged.

Result:

I sustained only bruising to the right knee area and a sore 

forearm and right side for about 24 hours.

The damage to the glider: rudder cable area was damaged, 

tail wheel damaged, canopy popped and damaged and electronic 

wires pulled out from some instruments. It had to go away for 

repairs and checking for any structural damage.

What had happened?

After each mistake my judgment became more impaired and 

in the fi nal three mistakes my vision became more tunnelled. I was 

probably only reacting at the fi nal two mistakes and not decision 

making.

I underestimated the strength of the wind and sink. In Queens-

land the thermals can be very strong but so can the sink and the 

area between thermals can be a long way too.

I underestimated that you can lose 200 feet plus in a turn in the 

strong conditions we had.

I over-estimated my 300 hours ability.

Things I Could Have Done Better

I should have gone with my fi rst instinct and gone to the back 

of the grid. If I have any doubt about a launch I won’t launch 

After launch – my plan was to stay upwind and this is what I will 

adhere to – if it makes sense.

I should have cut off at a safe height, and in that day’s condi-

tions that would have been 800-1000 feet AGL. I need to do a 

complete circuit for the conditions or modify to land anywhere 

safely on the fi eld or surrounding paddocks.

I need to remember the airfi eld is just another outlanding if 

conditions are diffi cult. Even without a radio call, everyone in the 

operations team is watching and will not let the tug and glider 

launch if there is a confl ict.

I should not get fi xated with landing where the briefi ng states if 

that is unsafe due to conditions.

I need to make decisions early 

– earlier in diffi cult conditions, and fl y 

the glider to land in a safe manner.

Remember FLY the Glider in a safe manner at all times – make 

early decisions and modify if needed – don’t deviate from landing 

protocols where possible.Forget about contest rules/conditions if 

it means a safe landing; where possible call up on the radio to tell 

your intentions.

Observation:

Once you have made a mistake – each mistake you make 

after that becomes compounded, your visual responses narrow 

down and overload shrinks your ability to make clear/good deci-

sion making.




